Abstract. We review various notions of correspondences for locally compact groupoids with Haar systems, in particular a recent definition due to R.D. Holkar. We give the construction of the representations induced by such a correspondence. Finally, we extend the construction of induced representations to hypergroupoids.
Introduction
Among many great accomplishments, M. Rieffel is well known for the theory of strong Morita equivalence of C * -algebras he introduced in his influential article [26] on induced representations for C * -algebras. He develops there a C * -algebraic setting which generalizes much of G. Mackey's theory of induced representations for locally compact groups. As described in [27] , transformation group C * -algebras provide many examples of strongly Morita equivalent C * -algebras. The notion of groupoid equivalence introduced in [22, 23] to give a common framework to these examples is directly inspired by Rieffel's theory. The key fact (stated in [23, Section 3] and proved in [18, Theorem 2.8] ) is that a groupoid equivalence implements a strong Morita equivalence of the groupoid C * -algebras. However, concerning induced representations, M. Rieffel points out that [26] does not cover some parts of Mackey's theory such as the subgroup theorem or the intertwining number theorem. This raises the question to find a proper setting for these theorems. For that purpose, it seems that a necessary step is to find an analogue at the groupoid level of the notion of C * -correspondence. This C * -algebraic notion of correspondence appears naturally in [26, Definition 4.19] under the name of Hermitian B-rigged A-module (we shall simply say (A, B)-C * -correspondence, or C * -correspondence from A to B). They (or rather their isomorphism classes) can be viewed as morphisms in a category having C * -algebras as objects; Morita equivalences are isomorphisms in this category. Since [26] , various notions of correspondences for groupoids have been proposed. They will be reviewed in Section 2 of this article. However, it is only recently that, building upon the previous definitions, a satisfactory notion has been found by R.D. Holkar. It has two big advantages: first, it makes the groupoid C * -algebra construction a functor from the category of groupoids to the category of C * -algebras and second, it implements many classical cases of induced representations. In Section 3, we shall describe the construction of representations induced through a groupoid correspondence and give some examples which illustrate this notion. In Section 4, we shall see the necessity to enlarge the category of groupoids to capture some natural constructions of induced representations. This will lead us to the notion of locally compact hypergroupoid with Haar system and to the construction of their C * -algebras. An important class of examples is provided by double coset hypergroups, and more generally by spatial hypergroupoids which have been considered earlier in [11] .
The groupoid C * -algebra construction works very well for non-Hausdorff groupoids (more precisely topological groupoids such that each point has a compact Hausdorff neighborhood, the unit space is Hausdorff and there is a continuous Haar system). Nevertheless, for the sake of simplicity, we shall assume here that our locally compact spaces and groupoids are Hausdorff and second countable. Most of the theory goes through in the non-Hausdorff case but a systematic treatment would impair the legibility of the exposition. When we consider Borel spaces and groupoids, we implicitly assume that they are analytic.
We use the terminology and the notation of [1] . The unit space of a groupoid G is denoted by G (0) . The elements of G are usually denoted by γ, γ , . . .; those of G (0) are denoted by x, y, . . . or u, v . . .. The structure of G is defined by the inclusion map i : G (0) → G (we shall identify x and i(x)), the range and source maps r, s : G → G (0) , the inverse map γ → γ −1 from G to G and the multiplication map (γ, γ ) → γγ from the set of composable pairs
We assume that G (0) ⊂ G and G (2) ⊂ G × G have the subspace topology. We also include in the definition of a topological groupoid the assumptions that the range and source maps are open.
Most spaces occuring in the theory of groupoids are fibered spaces: we shall say that a set Y is fibered over a set X if a surjective map p : Y → X, called the projection map, has been specified. When two sets Y and Z are fibered over X via the maps p : Y → X and q : Z → X, we define the fibered product
It is also a set fibered over X. A left G-space consists of a set X fibered over G (0) by a map r X : X → G (0) , called the projection or moment map and a map (γ, x) ∈ G * X → γx ∈ X, called the action map, where G is fibered over G (0) by the source map, such that the following equalities hold whenever they make sense: γ(γ x) = (γγ )x and ux = x for a unit u ∈ G (0) . The relation x ∼ y if and only if there exists γ ∈ G such that x = γy is an equivalence relation and the quotient space is denoted by G\X. One defines similarly a right G-space X. Then the moment map is denoted by s X and the quotient space by X/G. An (H, G)-space, where H, G are groupoids, is a space X which is both a left H-space and a right G-space and such that (hx)γ = h(xγ) for all (h, x, γ) ∈ H * X * G. In the locally compact setting, we assume that X and G are locally compact, the moment map is continuous and open and the action map is continuous. One says that the left G-space X is free if the map from G * X to X × X sending (γ, x) to (γx, x) is one-to-one and that it is proper if this map is proper. One says that the groupoid G is proper if the left G-space G (0) is proper. In the Borel setting, we assume that X and G are Borel and that the moment map and the action map are Borel. Given a left Gspace X, one can form the semi-direct product groupoid G X (see, e.g., [1, Subsection 2.1.a]): as a set, it is G * X but it is sometimes preferable to write its elements as (γx, γ, x) rather than (γ, x) ∈ G * X to let appear the range of the element. Its unit space is X and i(x) = (x, r X (x), x); r(γx, γ, x) = γx and s(γx, γ, x) = x; its multiplication is given by (γ γx, γ , γx)(γx, γ, x) = (γ γx, γ γ, x) and its inverse map by (γx, γ, x) −1 = (x, γ −1 , γx). In the locally compact setting, G X becomes a locally compact groupoid. One defines similarly the semi-direct product groupoid X G for a right G-space X.
Given locally compact (resp. Borel) spaces X, Y and a continuous (resp. Borel) projection map p : Y → X, a continuous (resp. Borel) p-system of measures is a family α = (α x ) x∈X such that α x is a Radon [resp. σ-finite] measure on p −1 (x) and such that for all function f on Y complex-valued, continuous with compact support (resp. positive and Borel), x → f dα x is continuous (resp. Borel) on Y ; this function is denoted α(f ). If X, Y are (say right) G-spaces and p is equivariant, we say that α is equivariant if for all γ ∈ G, α r(γ) γ = α s(γ) . A (left) Haar system for the locally compact groupoid G is a continuous and equivariant r-system of measures λ = (λ x ) x∈G (0) for the left G-space G. It is an essential piece of data for defining the convolution algebra C c (G, λ) and the reduced and full C * -algebras C * r (G, λ) and C * (G, λ) (which are usually denoted simply by C * r (G) and C * (G)). When G is anétale groupoid, i.e. the range map r is a local homeomorphism, one chooses implicitly the Haar system λ = (λ x ) x∈G (0) where λ x is the counting measure on G x .
Groupoid correspondences

Previous def initions
The notion of groupoid correspondence was introduced at the same time as the notion of groupoid equivalence. In [22] , a correspondence from a locally compact groupoid H to another G is defined as an (H, G)-space X such that G acts freely and properly. There, the category of locally compact groupoids is obtained by taking isomorphisms classes of correspondences as arrows; isomorphic objects in this category are called equivalent. We shall see that the final definition of a correspondence which will be adopted in this paper is very close to this initial definition: we shall define a correspondence from H to G as an (H, G)-space X such that G acts properly (we shall also require some extra data). For consistency throughout the paper, left and right have been exchanged with respect to some original definitions. The reader should keep in mind that a correspondence from H to G should define a C * -correspondence from C * (H) to C * (G) and induce representations from G to H.
The notion of a Hilsum-Skandalis map, introduced in [9] and emphasized by J. Mrčun in [17] is akin to the above definition. A principal bibundle is an (H, G)-space X such that H acts freely and properly and s X : X → G (0) identifies H\X and G (0) . This is also called a generalized homomorphism since a groupoid homomorphism from G to H defines an (H, G)-principal bibundle. A Hilsum-Skandalis map is defined as an isomorphism class of principal bibundles. In the case when H and G areétale and smooth, Mrčun associates to a principal (H, G)-bibundle a (C ∞ c (H), C ∞ c (G))-bimodule and shows the functoriality of the construction. He also introduces a notion of Morita equivalence for these smooth algebras. These are algebraic constuctions. Let us turn to the C * -algebraic framework and recall the now classical notion of C * -correspondence. Definition 2.1. Let A and B be C * -algebras. An (A, B)-C * -correspondence is a right B-C * -module E together with a * -homomorphism π : A → L B (E).
As is well-known (see [26, Theorem 5.9] ), C * -correspondences can be composed and strong Morita equivalences are exactly the invertible C * -correspondences. The category of C * -algebras is defined as the category whose objects are the C * -algebras and arrows are the isomorphism classes of C * -correspondences. A first step in the generalization of the Muhly-Renault-Williams theorem [18, Theorem 2.8] from equivalences to correspondences was made by M. Macho Stadler and M. O'uchi in [15] . Their definition is equivalent to the following: a correspondence from H to G in the sense of Macho Stadler and O'uchi is an (H, G)-space X such that both G and H act properly and s X : X → G (0) identifies H\X and G (0) . Assuming that H and G have Haar systems, they construct a C * -correspondence, which we shall denote by C * r (X), from the reduced C * -algebra C * r (H) to the reduced C * -algebra C * r (G). N. Landsman gives in [14, Section 3.3 ] the same construction, in the category of Lie groupoids. In his definition of a correspondence from H to G, he assumes that the action of H is free and proper and the action of G is proper. He constructs the C * -correspondence C * (X) from C * (H) to C * (G) and sketches the proof of the functoriality of this construction. In [29, Theorem 7 .11], J.-L. Tu gives the same result, but assuming only that G and H are locally compact, not necessarily Hausdorff, groupoids with Haar systems. He states without proof the functoriality of the construction.
The notion of correspondence used by M. Macho Stadler, M. O'uchi et al. is insufficient. Indeed, it does not cover the restriction of a representation of a locally compact group G to a closed subgroup H. In that case X = G as an (H, G)-space but the assumption that H\G = G (0) does not hold. Restriction of representations is covered by the following construction. In [4] , M. Buneci and P. Stachura define a morphism from H to G as an (H, G)-space X, where X is G itself and G acts on X by right multiplication. Note that this is a particular case of our initial definition of a correspondence. Assume moreover that H and G are locally compact and have Haar systems. It is not difficult to define an action of C c (H) on C c (G) by multipliers. However, in order to have a * -homomorphism from C * (H) into the multiplier algebra M C * (G), it is necessary to introduce a modular function. Since this condition is fairly technical and we are going to give it in a more general framework, we do not reproduce it here. Buneci and Stachura show also that the construction of the C * -algebra is functorial, where the arrows in the category of C * -algebras are the * -homomorphisms A → M B. One of the drawbacks of their construction is that it does not include groupoid equivalences.
Holkar's def inition
Let us now present the notion of correspondence given by R.D. Holkar in his Ph.D. thesis [10] , which includes both the correspondences in the sense of Macho Stadler and O'uchi and the morphisms of Buneci and Stachura. We first introduce a notation and a definition.
Let G be a locally compact groupoid and X a locally compact left G-space. We form the semi-direct product groupoid G X. A left Haar system λ for G defines λ 1 , integration along the fibers of the range map r : G X → X given by r(γ, x) = γx and λ 2 , integration along the fibers of the source map s : G X → X, given by s(γ, x) = x:
+ be a Borel cocycle. We say that a measure µ on X is a ∆-measure with respect to (G, λ) if
In other words, µ is a quasi-invariant measure and admits ∆ as Radon-Nikodym derivative.
Definition 2.3 ([10]
). Let (G, λ) and (H, β) be locally compact groupoids with Haar systems. We say that (X, α) is a ∆-correspondence from (H, β) to (G, λ) if (i) X is a locally compact space (H, G)-space;
(ii) the right action of G is proper;
, α u is a ∆-measure with respect to (H, β).
We say that ∆ is the module of the correspondence (X, α).
Examples
a) In the case of a correspondence in the sense of Macho Stadler and O'uchi, one defines the s X -system α by
where f ∈ C c (X), u ∈ G (0) and one has chosen x ∈ X such that s X (x) = u; the integral depends only on u. In that case ∆ ≡ 1. Note that this also includes groupoid equivalences, which are a particular case of Macho Stadler and O'uchi correspondences.
b) In the case of a morphism in the sense of Buneci and Stachura where X = G, one defines the s X -system α by
Their condition is exactly the assumption (v) of Definition 2.3.
c) Let H be a closed subgroup of a locally compact group G endowed respectively with left Haar measures β and λ. The correspondence which gives induction of a representation of H to a representation of G is X = G as a (G, H)-space, endowed with the right Haar measure α = λ −1 . An easy computation shows that α is a 1-measure with respect to (G, λ).
On the other hand the correspondence which gives the restriction of a representation of G to a representation of H is Y = G as a (H, G)-space, again endowed with the right Haar measure α = λ −1 . Another easy computation shows that α is a ∆-measure with respect to (H, β), where ∆(h) = δ H (h)/δ G (h) for h ∈ H and δ H , δ G are respectively the modular functions of H and G.
The C * -correspondence
The construction of the C * -correspondence C * (X, α) from a groupoid (H, G)-correspondence (X, α) as above is straightforward. We refer to [10] (or to the previous constructions) for details. One first ignores H and constructs the right C * -module E = C * (X, α) over B = C * (G, λ) as in [24] or [11] ; it is the completion of C c (X) for the following operations: for f ∈ C c (G) and ξ, η ∈ C c (X),
The * -homomorphism π :
Lemma 2.4. For g ∈ C c (H) and ξ, η ∈ C c (X), one has gξ, η = ξ, g * η .
Proof . This is a simple computation which justifies the introduction of the module ∆.
By definition of the full C * -norm, π extends to C * (H, β). This gives the C * -correspondence
Composition of correspondences
We sketch here the construction of the composition of correspondences. A detailed presentation is given in [10] . The construction leans upon two elementary results which we first recall.
Lemma 2.5. Let c : G → R be a continuous cocycle, where G is a locally compact groupoid which has a Haar system. Assume that the groupoid G is proper. Then, there exists a continuous function b :
Proof . Let π : G (0) → G\G (0) be the quotient map. Since G\G (0) is paracompact and π is an open map, we can apply [3, Appendice 1, Lemme 1]: there exists F : G (0) → R + continuous such that: a) F is not identically zero on any equivalence class modulo G; b) for every compact set K ⊂ G\G (0) , the intersection of π −1 (K) with the support of F is compact.
Let λ = (λ x ) be a Haar system for G. The function h :
is well defined and strictly positive. Moreover, it is constant on the equivalence classes. If we replace F by F/h, we obtain a function (still denoted by F ) which satisfies a), b) and the following condition:
Such a function is also constructed in [29, Section 6] where it is called a cutoff function. Then, the integral
is well defined and defines a continuous function such that
The technique of the second result is also adapted from [3] . It can also be found in [1, Appendix A.1] in the case of a proper Borel equivalence relation. Lemma 2.6. Let G be a proper locally compact groupoid with Haar system λ. Then,
(ii) a Radon measure µ on G (0) is of the form m •λ for some Radon measure m on G\G (0) if and only if the measure µ • λ on G is symmetric, i.e. satisfies µ
Proof . Since this is classical, we just give a sketch of the proof. The integral in (i) is well defined because G is proper. The necessity of the symmetry of m •λ • λ is given by Fubini's theorem. The construction of m uses the cutoff function F of the previous lemma. Explicitly,
One can combine this lemma and Lemma 3.2 given below to describe all quasi-invariant measures of a proper groupoid: up to equivalence, they are given by measures on the quotient space.
We can now construct the composition of two correspondences. Let (G i , λ i ), where i = 1, 2, 3, be locally compact groupoids with Haar systems, (X, α) a correspondence from G 1 to G 2 with module ∆ X : G 1 X/G 2 → R * + and (Y, β) a correspondence from G 2 to G 3 with module
One constructs a correspondence (Z, τ ) from G 1 to G 3 with module ∆ : G 1 Z/G 3 → R * + as follows. As a (G 1 , G 3 )-space, Z is the usual composition (X * Y )/G 2 , where X * Y is the fibered product over G
Since 
one deduces (see Proposition 3.1 below) that ∆(γ, (x, y)) depends only on (γ, π(x, y)) and that the measures τ u are ∆-measures with respect to (G 1 , λ 1 ). We write Z = X * G 2 Y and τ = α * G 2 β. We state without a proof the expected result:
). The construction of the C * -algebra of a locally compact groupoid with Haar system is functorial. More precisely, given (G i , λ i ), where i = 1, 2, 3, (X, α) and (Y, β) as above, the C * -correspondence C * (X * G 2 Y, α * G 2 β) is isomorphic to the composition of the
Induced representations
As we have seen, a correspondence (X, α) from (H, β) to (G, λ) gives a C * -correspondence C * (X, α) from C * (H, β) to C * (G, λ), hence it induces a map from Rep(G) to Rep(H), where Rep(G) is the set of equivalence classes of representations of G. The purpose of this section is to describe this map without passing through the C * -algebras. Recall from [24] that a representation of G is a pair (m, H), where m is a transverse measure class on G and H is a measurable GHilbert bundle. Since we have fixed a Haar system λ for G, the transverse measure class m is given by a quasi-invariant measure µ on G (0) . We denote by ∆ µ : G → R * + its module.
Disintegration of quasi-invariant measures
The following proposition is a slight variation of [ Proposition 3.1. Let (G, λ) be a locally compact groupoid with Haar system. Let X, Y be left G-spaces and π : X → Y be a continuous G-equivariant surjection. Let ν be a σ-finite measure on X and let ν = ρ y dµ(y) a disintegration of ν along π.
(i) If ν is quasi-invariant with respect to (G, λ), then µ is quasi-invariant with respect to (G, λ) and for
Then there exist measurable functions ∆ Y : G Y → R * + and δ : G X → R * + such that
2)
and they are related by
(ii) Conversely, suppose that there exist measurable functions ∆ Y : G Y → R * + and δ : G X → R * + such that (3.2) and (3.3) hold. Then ν = µ • ρ is a ∆ X -measure, where ∆ X is defined by (3.4).
Proof . We start with an observation. Let us introduce the map
We endow it with the system of measures 1 ⊗ ρ. By construction, we have the commutation relation
However, a similar commutation relation for λ X 1 and λ Y 1 requires the relation (3.3). More precisely, if (3.3) holds, a lengthy but straightforward computation gives
Let us first prove the assertion (ii). We assume that (3.2) and (3.3) hold. Starting from the equality
and identifying functions and the corresponding multiplication operators, we have
Thus, we can write
where
This shows that ν is a ∆ X -measure with respect to (G, λ). Let us prove the assertion (i). We assume that (3.1) holds. As pseudo-images of the equivalent measures µ • λ X 2 and µ 
This yields after some computation:
The second disintegration is obtained from the relations (3.1) and (3.2):
By uniqueness of the disintegration along the map id × π, we get
This gives the formula
Construction of the induced quasi-invariant measure
Let us first state and prove a result which is the measurable version of Lemma 2.5.
Lemma 3.2. Let c : G → R be a measurable cocycle, where G is a locally compact groupoid endowed with a Haar system and a quasi-invariant measure. Assume that the groupoid G is proper. Then, there exists a measurable function b :
Proof . We denote by R be the graph of the equivalence relation on G (0) defined by G and by G the isotropy bundle of G, i.e. the subgroupoid defined by r(γ) = s(γ) (it is the union of the isotropy groups). Since G is proper, the isotropy groups G(x), where x ∈ G (0) , are compact. Therefore, the restriction of c to G(x) and to G is trivial. Since R can be identified with the quotient G \G, there exists a measurable cocycle c : R → R such that for all γ ∈ G, c(γ) = c(r(γ), s(γ)). Since R is a closed subset of G (0) , the quotient map π :
is a measurable coboundary for c.
We now begin the construction of the representation (µ, H) of (H, β) induced by the representation (µ, H) of (G, λ) through the correspondence (X, α). We first define the quasi-invariant measure µ. The module of µ is denoted by ∆ µ . Using [19, Theorem 3 .2], we choose ∆ µ so that it is a strict homomorphism. According to Proposition 3.1 applied to the G-map s X : X → G (0) , the measure µ • α on X is a ∆ X -measure on X with respect to (G, λ), where ∆ X (x, γ) = ∆ µ (γ). We use the same idea as in Section 2.5, namely we trivialize the cocycle ∆ X on the proper groupoid X G. We apply Lemma 3.2 to obtain a measurable function b : X → R * + such that ∆ X (x, γ) = b(xγ)/b(x). Then, the measure b(µ • α) is an invariant measure with respect to (X G, λ). According to Lemma 2.6, there is a measure m on X/G such that
where we have used the same notation as in the lemma. Here,
Next, we study the invariance property of m with respect to (H, β). Since the α u 's are ∆-measures, so is µ • α. This implies that the measure m •λ satisfies:
Since the systemλ is invariant under H, Proposition 3.1 gives that
The last step is to pass from the measure m on X/G to the measure µ on H (0) . We just choose a pseudo-image µ of m and disintegrate m alongṙ : X/G → H (0) :
According to Proposition 3.1, µ is quasi-invariant and we have cocycles ∆ µ : H → R * + and δ : H X/G → R * + such that µ is quasi-invariant with module ∆ µ and
Construction of the induced Hilbert bundle
Given a representation (µ, H) of (G, λ), we have constructed in the previous subsection the induced quasi-invariant measure µ of (H, β). Let us now construct the induced H-Hilbert bundle H. For x ∈ X we denote by G(x) = {γ ∈ G : γx = x} the stabilizer of x and by κ x its normalized Haar measure. Then κ = (κ x ) x∈X is a Borel Haar system for the the isotropy group bundle G(X) of X G (see for example [25, Lemma 1.5] ). We view the measurable G-Hilbert bundle X * H over X as a X G-Hilbert bundle. 0) . We define its fixed-point bundle as
We shall use the following easy result.
Proposition 3.4. Let H be a measurable G-Hilbert bundle.
• H G is a measurable G-Hilbert subbundle of H.
• If G is a proper groupoid, integration over the isotropy subgroups defines a bundle projection of H onto H G .
We define integration over the isotropy subgroup G(x), where x ∈ G (0) , as the orthogonal projection of
where κ x is the normalized Haar measure of G(x). The family P = (P x ) x∈G (0) defines the bundle projection.
Going back to our previous situation, we consider the fixed-point bundle H = (X * H) X G of X * H. The fiber above x ∈ X is:
This bundle is stable under the action of G and is a proper G-space. We denote by K = H /G the quotient space. Proof . A choice of x ∈ X defines a bijection ϕ x : H x → Kẋ such that ϕ x (ξ) = [x, ξ]. We use this bijection to carry to Kẋ the Hilbert space structure of H x . This Hilbert space structure does not depend on the choice of x in its class: suppose that y = xγ. The isometry L(γ) : H s(γ) → H r(γ) sends H y onto H x and we have
As it is a subbundle of X * H, H has a measurable Hilbert bundle structure and so has the quotient bundle K: we shall say that a section ξ of p : K → X/G is measurable if there is a measurable section σ for the quotient map X → X/G and a measurable section η of the bundle H such that
The Hilbert bundle X * H is endowed with the unitary H-action: h(x, ξ) = (hx, ξ). Since this H-action commutes with the action of G, the subbundle H is invariant under H and the quotient K is also a H-Hilbert bundle. The last step is to go from the H-Hilbert bundle K over X/G to a H-Hilbert bundle H over H (0) . We use the disintegration ν = ρ u dµ(u) of the measure ν given earlier. We define for u ∈ H (0) :
As explained earlier, the measures ν on X/G and µ on H (0) are quasi-invariant and there exists a measurable function δ : H X/G → R * + such that hρ s(h) = δ(h −1 , ·)ρ r(h) . The measurable structure of the bundle (H u ) u∈H (0) is provided by the family of measurable sections u → ξ u , where ξ is a measurable section of the bundle K → X/G and
These are unitary operators and H is the desired H-Hilbert bundle.
Examples
Let us spell out the above construction in the classical case 2.3.c, where H is a closed subgroup of G and X = G is viewed as a correspondence from G to H (note that we considered earlier a correspondence from H to G). To construct the measure m on G/H, we find b : Lemma 2.6 (ii), we can write
Then m is quasi-invariant with respect to (G, λ).
Since H (0) is reduced to one element e, we have m = ρ e in equation (3.6 ). The equations (3.5) and (3.7) become respectively ∆ m (γ,ẋ) = b(γx)/b(x) and γm = δ(γ, ·)m where according to
Let H 1 , H 2 be closed subgroups of a locally compact group G. We denote by β 1 , β 2 and δ 1 , δ 2 the Haar measures and modules respectively. Then (X, α) = (G, λ −1 ) can also be viewed as a correspondence from (H 1 , β 1 ) to (H 2 , β 2 ). As we have seen earlier, α is a ∆-measure with respect to (H 1 , β 1 ), where ∆(h) = δ 1 (h)/δ G (h) for h ∈ H 1 . Given a H 2 -Hilbert space H, the induced Hilbert space is just as above H = L 2 (G/H 2 , m, (G×H)/H 2 ) and the action of H 1 is given by the same formula as before. If we assume that H 1 acts properly on G/H 2 , this representation can be decomposed over H 1 \G/H 2 . This is best understood at the level of the correspondence X. Let π : X → H 1 \G/H 2 be the quotient map. For a double class d = H 1 xH 2 , we also write
It is equipped with a measure α d coming from a disintegration of α along π. One observes that X d /H 2 and H 1 /(H 1 ∩ xH 2 x −1 ) are isomorphic H 1 -spaces (and their measures match). Therefore, the H 1 -Hilbert space H d induced through X d from H is easily identified: it is isomorphic to the H 1 -Hilbert space induced from the representation H x of its subgroup 
Hypergroupoids
G. Mackey introduced virtual subgroups (and virtual groups) to the purpose of generalizing the theory of induced representations. From the C * -algebraic point of view, induction only requires a C * -correspondence. Groupoid correspondences and equivalences suggest to consider more general objects, namely hypergroupoids, and their C * -algebras, to construct induced representations. Let us see how hypergroupoid C * -algebras enter into our framework. When X is a (G, H)-groupoid equivalence, X as a left free and proper G-space determines H up to isomorphism. Indeed H is isomorphic to the groupoid (X * X)/G. Moreover, a continuous Gequivariant system of measures α on X defines a Haar system on (X * X)/G. Let us assume that X is a proper, but not necessarily free, G-space endowed with a continuous G-equivariant system of measures α. It is shown in [11] that, although H = (X * X)/G is no longer a groupoid, the * -algebra C c (H) can be defined by the same formulas as in the case of a free and proper Gspace. The representations of G extend to representations of C c (H) and there is a least C * -norm making all these representations continuous. We denote by C * G (H) the corresponding completion of C c (H). One can also complete C c (X) into a C * -correspondence C * (X) from C * (G) to C * G (H). Thus one can induce representations from C * G (H) to C * (G). These are well known constructions in the theory of unitary representations of groups. The usual situation is a pair (G, K) where K is a compact subgroup of a locally compact group G. Then X = G/K is a proper left G-space which has an invariant measure. The corresponding hypergroupoid H = (X * X)/G is isomorphic to the double coset hypergroup K\G/K. As we have seen, one can induce representations of G to representations of the * -algebra C c (H). The converse problem is more interesting: which representations of C c (H) induce representations of G? These problems are studied in the framework of induced representations of hypergroups in [6] and in [7, 8] , where the author also uses Rieffel's C * -algebraic machinery.
The structure of H = (X * X)/G, where G is a locally compact groupoid and X is a (say left) proper G-space endowed with a continuous G-equivariant r X -system α is that of a locally compact hypergroupoid with Haar system, which we are going to define in this section. Hypergroupoids of that form will be termed spatial hypergroupoids. Hypergroups are hypergroupoids whose unit space is reduced to one point. Double coset spaces K\G/K as above are spatial hypergroups. The main difference between the hypergroups considered here and the classical theory of locally compact hypergroups of Ch. Dunkl [5] , R. Jewett [12] and R. Spector [28] is that we assume the existence of a Haar system, which allows the definition of their C * -algebras just as in the case of groups, while the classical theory deals with measure algebras. The definition of a locally compact hypergroupoid with Haar system which will be proposed in this section is a tentative one. It is inspired by the definition of a hypergroup given by [5, 12, 28] and is rather close in spirit to [13] . Its main virtue is to cover the spatial hypergroupoids as above and the locally compact hypergroups which have a Haar measure; moreover, it makes the theory a development of the case of locally compact groupoids with Haar systems.
The idea of the definition is very simple: we take the usual definition of a locally compact groupoid H but where the product of two composable elements x, y is no longer a third element but a probability measure x * y with compact support. Given a locally compact space X, P (X) denotes its space of probability measures and given x ∈ X, δ x denotes the point mass at x. For the clarity of the exposition, we present firstly the axioms concerning the product and the involution and secondly the axioms concerning the Haar system. However, we are only concerned with locally compact hypergroupoids with Haar systems, that is, hypergroupoids which satisfy the two sets of axioms. sends C c (H s(x) ) into C c (H r(x) ).
Remark 4.2. When the measures m(x, y) are point masses, one retrieves the product and the inverse map of a groupoid. Note however that, as explained below, the continuity of the product is not assumed. We suspect that adding the second set of axioms concerning Haar systems will force the continuity of the product but we have not checked this. Our axioms are modelled after the definition of a locally compact hypergroup, as given in [12] (where it is called a convo) or [2, Subsection 1.1.2]. They are tailored to fit our main class of examples, namely spatial hypergroupoids, described below in Theorem 4.5. Simple examples of spatial hypergroupoids, for example the hypergroupoid constructed from the action of Z/2Z on R by the map x → −x, show that the product map is not necessarily continuous, in the sense that for f ∈ C c (H), the map (x, y) → f (x * y) := f dm(x, y) may fail to be continuous on H (2) . Nevertheless, there is a convolution product which turns C c (H) into an algebra. Thus, we drop the continuity of the product but we introduce the axioms which make the construction of the * -algebra C c (H) and its C * -completions possible. Axioms (i), (iii), (iv), (v) directly generalize those of [2] . Axiom (ii) expresses the associativity of the product, when it is extended to bounded Radon measures. Axiom (vi) does not appear explicitly in the usual axioms for hypergroups but is a consequence of these axioms [12, Lemma 4. (ii) for all f, g ∈ C c (H) and all x ∈ H, f (x * y)g(y)dλ s(x) (y) = f (y)g(x * * y)dλ r(x) (y);
(iii) for all f, g ∈ C c (H), x ∈ H → f (x * y)g(y)dλ s(x) (y) is continuous with compact support.
Remark 4.4. Assumption (ii) is called the adjoint property; it is formally stronger than the usual left invariance property f (x * y)dλ s(x) (y) = f (y)dλ r(x) (y).
It is shown to be equivalent to the left invariance property in the case of hypergroups. We expect that this equivalence still holds for our hypergroupoids; for our purpose, which is to define a * -algebra structure on C c (H), we prefer to require the adjoint property. Assumption (iii) is also designed to turn C c (H) into an algebra under convolution.
Of course, our definition includes locally compact hypergroups which have a Haar measure (this includes abelian, compact or discrete hypergroups, the general case is not settled) but our main motivation is to give a framework to the spatial hypergroupoids described in the next theorem. Spatial hypergroupoids and their C * -algebras appear in [11] but without the formal definition of a hypergroupoid.
